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a b s t r a c t

It is well-known that the PRP conjugate gradient method with exact line search is globally
and linearly convergent. If a restart strategy is used, the convergence rate of the method
can be an n-step superlinear/quadratic convergence. Recently, Zhang et al. [L. Zhang,
W. Zhou, D.H. Li, A descent modified Polak–Ribière–Polyak conjugate gradient method and
its global convergence, IMA J. Numer. Anal. 26 (2006) 629–640] developed a modified PRP
(MPRP) method that is globally convergent if an inexact line search is used. In this paper,
we investigate the convergence rate of the MPRP method with inexact line search. We
first show that the MPRP method with Armijo line search or Wolfe line search is linearly
convergent. We then show that the MPRP method with a restart strategy still retains n-
step superlinear/quadratic convergence if the initial steplength is appropriately chosen.
We also do some numerical experiments. The results show that the restart MPRP method
does converge quadratically. Moreover, it is more efficient than the non-restart method.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The conjugate gradient methods are powerful solution schemes for minimizing a smooth function of n variables,

min f (x), x ∈ Rn, (1.1)
where f : Rn

→ R is a continuously differentiable function whose gradient will be denoted by g . They are particularly
efficient for solving large scale problems due to simplicity and lower storage [1–5]. A nonlinear conjugate gradient method
generates a sequence {xk}, starting from an initial guess x0 ∈ Rn, using the recurrence

xk+1 = xk + αkdk, k = 0, 1, . . . ,
where αk is called the steplength, which is determined by some line search, and dk is the search direction that is typically
defined by

dk =


−g0, if k = 0,
−gk + βkdk−1, if k > 0,

where βk is chosen such that when applied in minimizing a strongly convex quadratic function, the directions dk and dk−1
are conjugate with respect to the Hessian of the quadratic function. Here and throughout the paper, we abbreviate g(xk)
as gk. Well-known conjugate gradient methods include the Fletcher–Reeves method [6], the Polak–Ribière–Polyak method
[7,8], the Hestenes–Stiefel method [9], the Dai–Yuan method [10] and the CG-DESCENT method [11].
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We refer the reader to a book [12] and review papers [13,14] for details about the recent progress in conjugate gradient
methods. In this paper, we focus on the PRP method in which the parameter βk is given by

βPRP
k =

gT
k yk−1

‖gk−1‖
2
,

where ‖ • ‖ denotes the Euclidean norm and yk−1 = gk − gk−1.
The study of the PRP method has made great progress. The global convergence of the PRP method with exact line search

has been proved by Polak and Ribière [7] under a strong convexity assumption for f . Gilbert and Nocedal [15] conducted
an elegant analysis and showed that the PRP method is globally convergent if βPRP

k is restricted to being non-negative
and αk is determined by a line search step satisfying the sufficient descent condition gT

k dk ≤ −c‖gk‖2 in addition to the
standard Wolfe conditions. Grippo and Lucidi [16] proposed a new line search strategy and proved that the PRP method
with this line search is globally convergent for non-convex problems. Recently, there has been growing interest in the
descent conjugate gradient methods [11,17,18]. A common property of these methods is that each method can generate
descent directions sufficiently. Moreover, under appropriate conditions, all these methods with some inexact line searches
are globally convergent. Numerical experiments showed that the descent conjugate gradient methods are very efficient.

In this paper, we further study the MPRP method proposed by Zhang et al. [17]. We focus on the convergence rate of
the MPRP method. The convergence rate of the standard PRP method has been well studied. The linear convergence of the
standard PRPmethod is well-known. Indeed, Crowder andWolfe [19] gave an example to show that the rate of convergence
is exactly linear. Powell [20] showed that a linear rate of convergence is usual when there are more than two variables.
However, if a restart strategy is used, the convergence rate of the PRP method can be superlinear/quadratic [21–23].

The simplest restart procedure used in the nonlinear conjugate gradient procedure is to restart the iteration at every
r (where r ≥ n) steps by setting βr = 0, that is, by taking a steepest descent step at every r iterations. Cohen [22] and
Burmeister [21] proved n-step quadratic convergence of the PRP method in the sense that

‖xkr+n − x∗
‖ = O(‖xkr − x∗

‖
2).

Ritter [23] derived an n-step superquadratic convergence of the PRP method, that is,

‖xkr+n − x∗
‖ = o(‖xkr − x∗

‖
2).

McGuire and Wolfe [24] implemented Beale’s method [25], but numerical results were not good. Powell [26] introduced
a new testing condition which overcame the difficulty that McGuire and Wolfe encountered and obtained satisfactory
numerical results. Dai and Yuan [27] proved the global convergence property of the Beale–Powell restart method. Dai
et al. [28] also studied restart strategies.

It should be pointed out that the existing results in the n-step quadratic convergence of the PRPmethod are based on the
exact line search. On the other hand,we notice that theMPRPmethod in [17] reduces to the standard PRPmethod if the exact
line search strategy is used. As a result, the MPRP method with exact line search also has n-step quadratic convergence. It is
not knownwhether theMPRPmethod still retains n-step quadratic convergence if an inexact line search is used. The purpose
of this paper is to investigate the n-step quadratic convergence of the MPRP method of [17]. We will propose a strategy of
choosing a reasonable initial steplength in the standard Armijo line search. We show that under appropriate conditions, the
r-step restart MRPR (RMPRP) method with standard Armijo line search will be globally convergent for uniformly convex
functions. Moreover, if some additional assumptions hold, it is n-step quadratically convergent. We also do some numerical
experiments to test the RMPRP method. The numerical results support the quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method.
We also compare the performance of the RMPRPmethod with that of the MPRPmethod in [17] and some existing methods.
The numerical results show that the RMPRP method performs quite well.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first simply recall the MPRP method in [17]. Then we prove the r-
linear convergence of the MPRP method with the standard Armijo line search. In Section 3, we describe the RMPRP method
and introduce a strategy for choosing the initial steplength in Armijo or Wolfe line search and describe the steps of the
RMPRP algorithm. We also show the global convergence of the RMPRP method in Section 3. In Section 4, we prove the
n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method. In Section 5, we do some numerical experiments to test the n-step
quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method and compare its performance with those of some existing conjugate gradient
methods.

2. Linear convergence of the MPRP method

In this section, we prove the linear convergence of the MPRPmethod. Let us simply recall the MPRPmethod proposed by
Zhang et al. [17].

The direction in the MPRP method is defined by

dk =


−g0, if k = 0,
−gk + βPRP

k dk−1 − θkyk−1, if k ≥ 1, (2.1)
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where yk−1 = gk − gk−1,

βPRP
k =

gT
k yk−1

‖gk−1‖
2
, θk =

gT
k dk−1

gT
k yk−1

· βPRP
k =

gT
k dk−1

‖gk−1‖
2
. (2.2)

It is easy to see from (2.1) and (2.2) that dk is a descent direction of f at xk. In fact, it satisfies

dTkgk = −‖gk‖2. (2.3)

Therefore

‖gk‖ ≤ ‖dk‖. (2.4)

As for line searches, we will consider the Armijo line search and the Wolfe line search. The Armijo line search finds a
steplength αk = max{ρ i

| i = 0, 1, 2, . . .} satisfying

f

xk + αkdk


≤ f


xk

+ σ1αkgT

k dk, (2.5)

where ρ ∈ (0, 1) and σ1 ∈ (0, 1/2). The Wolfe line search conditions are
f

xk + αkdk


≤ f


xk

+ σ1αkgT

k dk,
g

xk + αkdk

T
dk ≥ σ2gT

k dk,
(2.6)

where 0 < σ1 < 1/2, σ1 < σ2 < 1.
The global convergence of the MPRP method with the Armijo-type line search can be found in [17]. In what follows, we

will show that the MPRP method is at least r-linearly convergent, which requires the following assumptions.

Assumption (A). f is twice continuously differentiable and uniformly convex, i.e., there are positive constantsM ≥ m such
that

m‖d‖2
≤ dT∇2f (x)d ≤ M‖d‖2, ∀x, d ∈ Rn,

where ∇
2f (x) denotes the Hessian of f at x.

It is obvious that under the Assumption (A),∇2f (x) is continuous and g is Lipschitz continuous and the problem (1.1) has
a unique solution x∗ which satisfies

1
2
m‖x − x∗

‖
2

≤ f (x) − f (x∗) ≤
1
2
M‖x − x∗

‖
2, ∀x ∈ Rn (2.7)

and

m‖xk − x∗
‖ ≤ ‖gk‖ ≤ M‖xk − x∗

‖. (2.8)

Lemma 2.1. Let Assumption (A) hold and the sequence {xk} be generated by the MPRP method with the Armijo or Wolfe line
search. Then we have

−

∞−
k=0

gT
k sk < ∞,

∞−
k=0

‖sk‖2 < ∞, c1αk‖dk‖2
≤ −gT

k dk,

where sk = xk+1 − xk and c1 =
1
2 (1 − σ1)

−1m. In addition, in the case when the Wolfe line search is used, it holds that

−gT
k dk ≤ (1 − σ2)

−1Mαk‖dk‖2.

Proof. We have from the line search (2.5) that

f (x0) − f (xk) =

k−1−
k=0


f (xk) − f (xk+1)


≥ −

k−1−
k=0

σ1gT
k sk > 0

holds for anyk > 0. Since the objective function f is uniformly convex by Assumption (A), f is bounded below, and hence
−
∑

∞

k=0 g
T
k sk < +∞ is satisfied. It follows from the Taylor theorem and Assumption (A) that

f (xk+1) = f (xk) + gT
k sk +

1
2
sTk∇

2f (ξk)sk, (2.9)

where ξk lies in the segment [xk, xk+1]. Thus, we get
k−1−
k=0


f (xk) − f (xk+1)


−

k−1−
k=0

gT
k sk =

k−1−
k=0

1
2
sTk∇

2f (ξk)sk ≤

k−1−
k=0

m
2

‖sk‖2,
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which implies that
∑

∞

k=0 ‖sk‖2 < +∞. We also have from the line search (2.5), (2.9) and Assumption (A),

σ1gT
k sk ≥ f (xk+1) − f (xk) = gT

k sk +
1
2
sTk∇

2f (ξk)sk ≥ gT
k sk +

m
2

‖sk‖2,

which implies −gT
k sk ≥

m
2(1−σ1)

‖sk‖2. This yields the third inequality.
By the second inequality of (2.6), we obtain

g(xk + αkdk)Tdk =


gk +

∫ 1

0
∇

2f (xk + ταkdk)dταkdk

T

dk ≥ σ2gT
k dk

and

αkdTk

∫ 1

0
∇

2f (xk + ταkdk)dτdk ≥ (σ2 − 1)gT
k dk.

By Assumption (A), we get −gT
k dk ≤ (1 − σ2)

−1Mαk‖dk‖2. �

The following global convergence theorem for the MPRP method can be proved in a similar way to that of [17].

Theorem 2.1. Under the conditions of Assumption (A), the sequence {xk} generated by the MPRP method with the Armijo or
Wolfe line search converges to the unique solution of (1.1).

We are going to prove the r-linear convergence of the sequence {xk} generated by the MPRP method with the Armijo or
Wolfe line search. We first derive a positive lower bound of the steplength αk.

Lemma 2.2. Let the sequence {xk} be generated by the MPRP method with the Armijo or Wolfe line search. If the conditions
in Assumption (A) hold, then there is a constant c > 0 such that

αk ≥ c, ∀k ≥ 0. (2.10)

Proof. Define

Gk−1 =

∫ 1

0
∇

2f (xk−1 + τ sk−1)dτ ,

where sk−1 = xk − xk−1 = αk−1dk−1. By the mean-value theorem, it holds that

yk−1 = gk − gk−1 = Gk−1sk−1 = αk−1Gk−1dk−1.

By the definition of βPRP
k , we have the estimation

|βPRP
k | =

|gT
k (gk − gk−1)|

‖gk−1‖
2

=
|αk−1gT

k Gk−1dk−1|

−gT
k−1dk−1

≤
|αk−1|‖gk‖ ‖Gk−1‖ ‖dk−1‖

c1αk−1‖dk−1‖
2

≤ Mc−1
1

‖gk‖
‖dk−1‖

,

where the first inequality follows from Lemma 2.1 and the second inequality follows from Assumption (A). We also
have

|θk| =
|gT

k dk−1|

‖gk−1‖
2

=
|gT

k dk−1|

−gT
k−1dk−1

≤ c−1
1 α−1

k−1
‖gk‖

‖dk−1‖
.

Therefore, we have from (2.1) and the Lipschitz continuity of g

‖dk‖ ≤ ‖gk‖ + Mc−1
1 ‖gk‖ + c−1

1 α−1
k−1

‖gk‖
‖dk−1‖

‖yk−1‖ ≤ (1 + 2Mc−1
1 )‖gk‖. (2.11)

For the case where the Armijo line search is used, by the line search rule, if αk ≠ 1, then α′

k
△
= αkρ

−1 will not satisfy the
line search condition (2.5). This means that

f (xk + α′

kdk) − f (xk) > σ1α
′

kg
T
k dk.
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By the mean-value theorem and the above inequality, there exists µk ∈ (0, 1) such that

σ1α
′

kg
T
k dk < f (xk + α′

kdk) − f (xk) = α′

kg(xk + µkα
′

kdk)
Tdk

= α′

k


g(xk + µkα

′

kdk) − gk
T

dk + α′

kg
T
k dk

= µk(α
′

k)
2dTk

∫ 1

0
∇

2f (xk + τµkα
′

kdk)dτ + α′

kg
T
k dk

≤ (α′

k)
2M‖dk‖2

+ α′

kg
T
k dk.

So, we immediately have

αk = ρα′

k ≥ −
(1 − σ1)ρ

M
gT
k dk

‖dk‖2
=

(1 − σ1)ρ

M
‖gk‖2

‖dk‖2

≥ M−1(1 − σ1)ρ(1 + 2Mc−1
1 )−2 △

= c̄,

where the last inequality follows from (2.11). Letting c = min{1, c̄}, we get (2.10).
Now we consider the case where the Wolfe line search is used. We get from the second inequality of (2.6)

Mαk‖dk‖2
≥


g(xk + αkdk) − gk

T
dk ≥ −(1 − σ2)gT

k dk.

In away similar to that for the Armijo line search, we can drive a lower positive bound ofαk. The proof is then completed. �

The following theorem establishes the r-linear convergence of the sequence {xk} generated by the MPRP method.

Theorem 2.2. Let Assumption (A) hold and x∗ be the unique solution of (1.1). Then there are constants a > 0 and r ∈ (0, 1)
such that the sequence {xk} generated by the MPRP method with the Armijo or Wolfe line search satisfies

‖xk − x∗
‖ ≤ ark. (2.12)

Proof. From the Armijo line search condition (2.5) or the first inequality in the Wolfe line search conditions (2.6), we have

f (xk+1) − f (x∗) ≤ f (xk) − f (x∗) + σ1αkgT
k dk

= f (xk) − f (x∗) − σ1αk‖gk‖2

≤ f (xk) − f (x∗) − σ1cm2
‖xk − x∗

‖
2

≤ f (xk) − f (x∗) − σ1c
2m2

M


f (xk) − f (x∗)


=


1 − σ1c

2m2

M


f (xk) − f (x∗)


,

where the second inequality follows from (2.8) and the third inequality uses the right inequality in (2.7).
Letting r = (1 − σ1c 2m2

M )
1
2 , then we get

f (xk) − f (x∗) ≤ r2

f (xk−1) − f (x∗)


≤ · · · ≤ r2k


f (x0) − f (x∗)


.

Combining the last inequality with the left inequality of (2.7), we obtain

‖xk − x∗
‖
2

≤
2
m


f (xk) − f (x∗)


≤

2
m


f (x0) − f (x∗)


r2k,

which shows that the inequality (2.12) holds with some constant a > 0. This finishes the proof. �

Remark. The above theorem shows the linear convergence of the MPRP method under the conditions of Assumption (A). It
is not difficult to see that the conditions in Theorem 2.2 can be replaced by the slightly weaker condition that the sequence
{xk} converges to a solution of (1.1) at which the second-order sufficient conditions hold.

3. The restart MPRP method and its global convergence

The last section has shown the linear convergence of theMPRPmethod. Since theMPRPmethod reduce to the PRPmethod
if exact line search is used, it can be n-step quadratically convergent if some restart strategy is adopted. This motivates us
to estimate an approximation to the exact line search steplength. If the approximate steplength is accepted after finite
iterations, the MPRP method with inexact line search can be regarded as an approximation to the MPRP method with exact
line search. The n-step quadratic convergence property is then desirable. In what follows, we estimate the exact line search
steplength.
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Let ᾱk be the exact line search steplength. Then we have

‖gk‖2
= −gT

k dk = (g(xk + ᾱkdk) − gk)Tdk = ᾱkdTk Ḡkdk,

where Ḡk =
 1
0 ∇

2f (xk + τ ᾱkdk)dτ . It is reasonable to let the initial steplength of the Armijo or Wolfe line search be an
approximation to

ᾱk ,
‖gk‖2

dTk Ḡkdk
≈

ϵk‖gk‖2

dTk (g(xk + ϵkdk) − gk)
, γk, (3.1)

where the positive sequence {ϵk} → 0 as k → ∞. If f is a quadratic function, then γk coincides with ᾱk. In general, we have

|ᾱk − γk| =

 ‖gk‖2

dTk Ḡkdk
−

ϵk‖gk‖2

dTk (g(xk + ϵkdk) − gk)


=

dTk (g(xk + ϵkdk) − gk)

‖gk‖2

− dTk Ḡkdkϵk‖gk‖2


(dTk Ḡkdk)

dTk (g(xk + ϵkdk) − gk)


≤

o(ϵk‖dk‖2)

m2ϵk‖dk‖4
‖gk‖2

→ 0.

It should be pointed out that the scale γk in (3.1) has been used in [17] as the initial steplength to improve the numerical
efficiency of the MPRP method. We use it to show the fast rate of convergence of the related restart method.

The following theorem shows the possibility of the acceptance of γk as a steplength.

Theorem 3.1. Let the sequence {xk} be generated by the MPRP method. Suppose that the conditions in Assumption (A) hold. Then
when k is sufficiently large, γk satisfies the Armijo and Wolfe conditions.

Proof. Define Ak =
 1
0 ∇

2f (xk + τϵkdk)dτ . Under the conditions of Assumption (A), we have from (2.4)

γk =
‖gk‖2

dTkAkdk
≤

‖gk‖2

m‖dk‖2
≤

1
m

(3.2)

and

γk =
‖gk‖2

dTkAkdk
≥

‖gk‖2

M‖dk‖2
. (3.3)

Since (2.11) implies {dk} → 0, we obtain from Assumption (A) and (2.11) and (3.3)

f (xk + γkdk) = f (xk) + γkgT
k dk +

1
2
γ 2
k d

T
kAkdk + γ 2

k o(‖dk‖
2)

= f (xk) +
1
2
γkgT

k dk + γ 2
k o(‖dk‖

2)

= f (xk) + σ1γkgT
k dk −


1
2

− σ1


γk‖gk‖2

+ γ 2
k o(‖dk‖

2)

≤ f (xk) + σ1γkgT
k dk −


1
2

− σ1


(1 + 2Mc−1

1 )−4

M
‖dk‖2

+ γ 2
k o(‖dk‖

2).

Therefore, when k is sufficiently large, we must have

f (xk + γkdk) ≤ f (xk) + σ1γkgT
k dk.

In other words, when k is sufficiently large, αk = γk satisfies the Armijo line search condition. Letting Āk =
 1
0 ∇

2f (xk +

τγkdk)dτ , we also have

g(xk + γkdk)Tdk − σ2gT
k dk = (g(xk + γkdk) − gk)Tdk + (1 − σ2)gT

k dk

= γkdTk Ākdk − (1 − σ2)‖gk‖2
=


dTk Ākdk
dTkAkdk

− 1


‖gk‖2
+ σ2‖gk‖2

=


dTk (Āk − Ak)dk

dTkAkdk


‖gk‖2

+ σ2‖gk‖2
= σ2‖gk‖2

+ o(‖gk‖2),

where the third equality follows from the definition of γk and the last equality follows from the fact ∇
2f (x) is continuous

and Āk − Ak → 0, as k → ∞. Therefore, when k is sufficiently large we must have g(xk + γkdk)Tdk ≥ σ2gT
k dk. This means

that αk = γk satisfies the Wolfe line search conditions. The proof is completed. �
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Theorem 3.1 has shown that, when k is sufficiently large, the approximately exact line search steplength γk defined by
(3.1) satisfies the Armijo line search as well as the Wolfe line search conditions. If some restart strategy is adopted in the
MPRP method, then the n-step quadratic convergence is desirable. In what follows, we give the steps of the restart MPRP
method. We use |γk| as the initial steplength.

Algorithm 3.1 (RMPRP METHOD).

Step 0: Given x0 ∈ Rn, σ1 ∈ (0, 1
2 ), ρ ∈ (0, 1) and ϵ ∈ [0, 1), let k := 0.

Step 1: If ‖gk‖ ≤ ϵ, stop.
Step 2: If the inequality f (xk + |γk|dk) ≤ f (xk) + σ1|γk|gT

k dk holds, we let αk = |γk|. Otherwise, we determine
αk = max{|γk|ρ

j
| j = 0, 1, 2, . . .} satisfying

f (xk + αkdk) ≤ f (xk) + σ1αkgT
k dk. (3.4)

Step 3: Let xk+1 = xk + αkdk and k := k + 1.
Step 4: If ‖gk‖ ≤ ϵ, stop.
Step 5: If k = r , we let x0 := xk. Go to Step 1.
Step 6: Compute dk using (2.1). Go to Step 2.

The global convergence of Algorithm 3.1 can be proved using an approach similar to that of Theorem 3.2 in [17]. We give
the theorem but omit the proof.

Theorem 3.2. Let Assumption (A) hold. Then the sequence {xk} generated by Algorithm 3.1 converges to the unique solution of
problem (1.1).

It is also not difficult to see that the properties of the non-restart method still hold true for the restart method. In
particular, using a proof similar to that of Theorem 2.2, we can easily get the r-linear convergence of Algorithm 3.1. We
omit the details here.

4. n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method

As we have shown in the last section, under the conditions of Assumption (A), the approximation to the exact line search
steplength is acceptable. In other words, after finitelymany iterations, the RMPRPmethod is an approximation to the restart
MPRP or PRP method with exact line search. Consequently, it is desirable to achieve the n-step quadratic convergence. The
purpose of this section is to verify the n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method.

We first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.1. Let Assumption (A) hold and the sequence {xk} be generated by the RMPRPmethod. Then there are positive constants
Ci, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that

‖gk+1‖ ≤ C1‖dk‖, (4.1)
|βPRP

k+1| ≤ C2, |θk+1| ≤ C3, ‖dk+1‖ ≤ C4‖dk‖.

Proof. By the mean-value theorem, we have

‖gk+1‖ = ‖gk + (gk+1 − gk)‖ ≤ ‖gk‖ + |γk|‖Akdk‖

≤ ‖dk‖ +
M
m

‖dk‖ =


1 +

M
m


‖dk‖ , C1‖dk‖,

where Ak =
 1
0 ∇

2f (xk + ταkdk)dτ , and the last inequality follows from (3.2). By the definition of βPRP
k+1, we have

|βPRP
k+1| ≤

‖gk+1‖

‖gk‖2
‖gk+1 − gk‖ ≤

C1|γk|‖dk‖2M
‖gk‖2

=
C1‖dk‖2M
dTkAkdk

≤ C1m−1M , C2,

where Ak =
 1
0 ∇

2f (xk + τϵkdk)dτ , the second inequality follows from the mean-value theorem and (4.1), the second
equality follows from (3.2). By the definition of θk+1, we also have

|θk+1| =

gT
k+1dk
‖gk‖2

 ≤ ‖gk+1‖
‖dk‖
‖gk‖2

≤ C1
‖dk‖2

‖gk‖2

≤ C1(1 + Mc−1
1 )2 , C3,
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where the second inequality follows from (4.1) and the last inequality follows from (2.11). By the definition of dk+1, we have

‖dk+1‖ = ‖ − gk+1 + βPRP
k+1dk − θk+1yk‖

≤ (1 + |θk+1|)‖gk+1‖ + |βPRP
k+1|‖dk‖ + |θk+1|‖gk‖

≤ (1 + C3)C1‖dk‖ + C2‖dk‖ + C3‖dk‖
, C4‖dk‖,

where the last inequality follows from (4.1) and (2.4). The proof is finished. �

The remaining part of this section is devoted to the n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method. We first show
that when applied to minimize a strictly convex quadratic function, the RMPRP method will stop at the exact minimizer of
the function after finitely many iterations, say j. We then show that when k is sufficiently large, the iterate xkr+j generated
by the RMPRPmethodwill be very close to an exact minimizer of a quadratic approximation to f . Finally we show the n-step
quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method.

Without specification, we always assume that the conditions in Assumption (A) hold. We let {xk} be generated by the
RMPRP method. We use x∗ to denote the unique solution of problem (1.1). It follows from Theorem 3.2 that {xk} → x∗.
Moreover, we see from Theorem 3.1 that when k is sufficiently large, we always have αk = γk.

To prove the n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method, we need the following assumption.

Assumption (B). In some neighborhood N of x∗, ∇2f is Lipschitz continuous.

Let fkr(x) be the quadratic approximation of f in the neighborhood of the starting point xkr given by

fkr(x) = f (xkr) + g(xkr)T (x − xkr) +
1
2
(x − xkr)T∇2f (xkr)(x − xkr).

Let {xikr} and {dikr} be the iterates and directions generated by the RMPRP method to minimize the quadratic functionfkr(x) with initial point x0kr = xkr . Specifically, the sequence {xikr} is generated by using the following process:

x0kr = xkr , xi+1
kr = x0kr + αi

krd
i
kr , i = 0, 1, . . . ,

dikr =


−g0

kr , if i = 0,

−g i
kr + β i

krd
i−1
kr − θ i

kry
i−1
kr , if i ≥ 1,

where for i = 1, 2, . . . , g i
kr = g(xikr),

β i
kr =

(g i
kr)

Tyi−1
kr

‖g i−1
kr ‖2

, yi−1
kr = g i

kr − g i−1
kr , θ i

kr =
(g i

kr)
Tdi−1

kr

‖g i−1
kr ‖2

.

As we have shown in Theorem 3.1, when k is sufficiently large, the steplength γk is always accepted. Since fkr(x) is a
quadratic function, γk is the same as the steplength obtained by the exact line search. Consequently, we have θ i

kr = 0.
Moreover, there is an index j(kr) ≤ n such that xj(kr)kr is the exact minimizer of fkr .

Using an approach similar to that of the proofs of Lemmas (A.8)–(A.10) in [22], it is not difficult to prove the following
lemma (see Appendix of [22]).

Lemma 4.2. Let Assumptions (A) and (B) hold. Then we have for all i = 0, 1, . . . , j(kr)

‖βPRP
kr+idkr+i−1 − β i

krd
i−1
kr ‖ = O(‖dkr+i−1 − di−1

kr ‖) + O(‖dkr‖2), (4.2)

‖gkr+i − g i
kr‖ ≤ ‖gkr+i−1 − g i−1

kr ‖ + O(‖dkr‖2) + M‖αkr+i−1dkr+i−1 − αi−1
kr di−1

kr ‖, (4.3)

‖αkr+idkr+i − αi
krd

i
kr‖ = O(‖gkr+i − g i

kr‖) + O(‖dkr+i − dikr‖) + O(‖dkr‖2). (4.4)

The following lemma shows that the parameter θk will converge to zero. Consequently, the RMPRP method is an
approximation to the restart PRP method.

Lemma 4.3. The parameter θk in (2.1) satisfies

|θkr+i+1| = O(‖gkr+i‖) = O(‖gkr‖). (4.5)

Proof. LetAkr+i and Akr+i be defined as those in the proof of Lemma 4.1. We first show the following relation:

dTkr+i
Akr+idkr+i

dTkr+iAkr+idkr+i
− 1 = O(‖gkr+i‖).
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It follows from the Assumptions (A) and (B), ϵk → 0 and (2.11) thatdTkr+i
Akr+idkr+i

dTkr+iAkr+idkr+i
− 1

 ≤
|dTkr+i

Akr+idkr+i − dTkr+iAkr+idkr+i|

m‖dkr+i‖
2

≤
1

m‖dkr+i‖

∫ 1

0
∇

2f (xkr+i + ταkr+idkr+i)dτ

−

∫ 1

0
∇

2f (xkr+i + ϵkr+iταkr+idkr+i)dτ
 ‖dkr+i‖

2


≤
L
m

∫ 1

0
(1 − ϵkr+i)τdτ‖αkr+idkr+i‖

≤
L
2m

(1 − ϵkr+i)‖dkr+i‖

≤
L(1 − ϵkr+i)(1 + 2Mc−1

1 )

2m
‖gkr+i‖ = O(‖gkr+i‖),

where L is the Lipschitz constant for ∇
2f on set N .

Then, since αk = γk for all k sufficiently large, we get by the mean-value theorem

g

xkr+i+1

T
dkr+i = g


xkr+i + γkr+idkr+i

T
dkr+i

= g(xkr+i)
Tdkr+i +


g(xkr+i + γkr+idkr+i) − g(xkr+i)

T
dkr+i

≤ gT
kr+idkr+i + γkr+idTkr+i

Akr+idkr+i

=


dTkr+i

Akr+idkr+i

dTkr+iAkr+idkr+i
− 1


‖gkr+i‖

2
= O(‖gkr+i‖

3).

Hence we get from the definition of θk that

|θkr+i+1| =
|g(xkr+i+1)

Tdkr+i|

‖gkr+i‖
2

= O(‖gkr+i‖) = O(‖gkr‖),

where the last equality follows from (2.11) and (4.1). �

The next theorem is important to the proof of the n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method.

Theorem 4.1. Let Assumptions (A) and (B) hold. Then we have for all i = 0, 1, . . . , j(kr)

‖αkr+idkr+i − αi
krd

i
kr‖ = O(‖dkr‖2), (4.6)

‖αkr+idkr+i − αi
krd

i
kr‖ = O(‖xkr − x∗

‖
2). (4.7)

Proof. We first show by induction that the following relations hold for all i = 0, 1, . . . , j(kr):

‖gkr+i − g i
kr‖ = O(‖dkr‖2), (4.8)

‖dkr+i − dikr‖ = O(‖dkr‖2), (4.9)

‖αkr+idkr+i − αi
krd

i
kr‖ = O(‖dkr‖2). (4.10)

Since x0kr = xkr and αkr = γkr is accepted for the RMPRP method, equalities (4.8)–(4.10) are obvious for i = 0.
Suppose that equalities (4.8)–(4.10) hold for some i ≥ 0. We are going to show that they are also true for i + 1.
The relation (4.8) follows from Lemma 4.2 and the induction assumption directly.
By the use of the mean-value theorem and the fact dkr = −gkr , we have

‖dkr+i+1 − di+1
kr ‖ = ‖ − gkr+i+1 + βPRP

kr+i+1dkr+i − θkr+i+1ykr+i + g i+1
kr − β i+1

kr dikr‖

≤ ‖gkr+i+1 − g i+1
kr ‖ + |θkr+i+1| ‖ykr+i‖ + ‖βPRP

kr+i+1dkr+i − β i+1
kr dikr‖

= O(‖dkr‖2) + O(‖gkr‖)‖ykr+i‖ + O(‖dkr+i − dikr‖) = O(‖dkr‖2),

where the second equality follows from (4.8), Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3. The last equality yields (4.9). The relation (4.10) follows
from (4.4), (4.8) and (4.9) directly.
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By the principle of induction, we conclude that the relations (4.8)–(4.10) hold for all i = 1, 2, . . . , j(kr). Consequently,
Eq. (4.6) holds. Note that

‖dkr‖ = ‖gkr‖ = ‖g(xkr) − g(x∗)‖ ≤ M‖xkr − x∗
‖.

Equality (4.7) follows from (4.6) directly. The proof is then completed. �

The following theorem establishes the n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method.

Theorem 4.2. Let Assumptions (A) and (B) hold. Then there exists a constant c ′ > 0 such that

lim sup
k→∞

‖xkr+n − x∗
‖

‖xkr − x∗‖2
≤ c ′ < ∞. (4.11)

Proof. Since the sequence {f (x)} is decreasing and j(kr) ≤ n, we have f (xkr+n) − f (x∗) ≤ f (xkr+j(kr)) − f (x∗). This together
with (2.7) implies

‖xkr+n − x∗
‖ ≤ (M/m)1/2‖xkr+j(kr) − x∗

‖. (4.12)

On the other hand, we have

‖xkr+j(kr) − xj(kr)kr ‖ =

j(kr)−1−
i=0

((xkr+i+1 − xkr+i) − (xi+1
kr − xikr))


=

j(kr)−1−
i=0

(αkr+idkr+i − αi
krd

i
kr)


≤

j(kr)−1−
i=0

‖αkr+idkr+i − αi
krd

i
kr‖

= O(‖xkr − x∗
‖
2),

where the last equality follows from (4.7). Therefore, we obtain

‖xkr+j(kr) − x∗
‖ ≤ ‖xkr+j(kr) − xj(kr)kr ‖ + ‖xj(kr)kr − x∗

‖

= O(‖xkr − x∗
‖
2) + ‖xj(kr)kr − x∗

‖. (4.13)

Since xj(kr)kr is the exact minimizer of the function fkr , it can be regarded as the iterate generated by a Newton step starting
from xkr . By the quadratic convergence of Newton’s method, it is clear that ‖xj(kr)kr − x∗

‖ = O(‖xkr − x∗
‖
2). Consequently,

the n-step quadratic convergence of {xk} follows from (4.13). �

5. Numerical experiments

In this section, we do some numerical experiments to test the performance of the RMPRP method and compare it with
those of some existing methods for solving large scale optimization problems. The test problems come from [29]. The
dimensions of the problems vary from10 to 1000. All the codeswerewritten in Fortran77 and in double-precision arithmetic
andwere run on awork station IBMP690 (32*1.7 G Power4+ CPU, 64Gmemory) at theHigh Performance Computing Center
of Hunan University.

The parameters in the RMPRP method are specified as follows. We set σ1 = 10−4, ρ = 0.5 and ϵ = 10−8. We stop
the iteration if the inequality ‖g(xk)‖∞ ≤ 10−6 is satisfied, or the number of iterations exceeds 2 × 104 or the number of
function evaluations exceeds 4 × 105.

We first chose some low dimensional test problems from [29] to test the n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP
method. While doing these numerical experiments, we set the restart step r = n = 10 and stop if ‖g(xk)‖∞ ≤ 10−16.
Table 1 lists the final four successive values of the norm ‖x(k−i)n − x∗

‖, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, where kn stands for the final value of
the iteration number.

We see from Table 1 that for all test problems, the sequences generated by RMPRP method exhibit n-step quadratic
convergence.

As shown in the last section, the n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method needs us to set r ≥ n. On the other
hand, as pointed out by Powell [26], for large scale problems, a restart strategy with r ≥ nwill become meaningless. It was
suggested by Powell [26] that using a relatively small value of r in a restart conjugate gradient is preferable in application
to large scale problems. Following Powell’s suggestion, we tried to find a better value of r for large scale problems through
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Table 1
The n-step quadratic convergence of the RMPRP method.

Problem ‖x(k−3)n − x∗
‖ ‖x(k−2)n − x∗

‖ ‖x(k−1)n − x∗
‖ ‖xkn − x∗

‖

RAYDAN 1 FUNCTION 1.870E−03 4.730E−06 1.250E−11 8.886E−20
DIXMAANL(CUTE) 1.100E−02 1.152E−04 6.625E−08 2.966E−15
POWER 9.418E−04 2.687E−06 3.214E−10 1.614E−19
WOODS 5.440E−01 4.419E−02 4.529E−04 1.505E−08
GENHUMPS 7.051E−03 2.165E−06 3.877E−13 3.706E−21

Fig. 1. Testing the choice of r for the CPU time.

Fig. 2. Performance profiles based on CPU time.

numerical experiments. To this end, we selected 93 problems from [29] where 36 problems were from the CUTE library. We
set n = 1000 for all problems to test the RMPRP method with different values of r . Some r values are chosen as follows:

r =
n

100
,
10n
100

,
40n
100

,
80n
100

.

For convenience, we call the RMPRP method with these four r values the RMPRP1, RMPRP2, RMPRP3, RMPRP4 methods,
respectively.

Fig. 1 shows the performances of the RMPRP method for different values of r , which were evaluated using the profiles of
Dolan and Moré [30]. We can see that the rule r =

40n
100 seems to be the best when n is large.

Keeping this in mind, we then compared the performances of the RMPRP3 method with that of the MPRP method [17],
the LBFGS method [31] and the CG-DESCENT method [11] for all 93 test problems. We compared these methods according
to the CPU time, the number of function evaluations and the number of gradient evaluations.

Figs. 2–4 show the performances of these methods in CPU time, the number of function evaluations and the number of
gradient evaluations, respectively. They show that the RMPRP method outperforms the others in CPU time and the number
of function evaluations, and is competitive with the others in the number of gradient evaluations.
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Fig. 3. Performance profiles based on the number of function evaluations.

Fig. 4. Performance profiles based on the number of gradient evaluations.
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